Shane was like many normal kids growing
up. He loved to play outside with his friends
and do all the things other kids would do.
In high school he played many sports and was
on the student council. When he turned 16 it
wasn’t so sweet. He noticed his life changing as
well as his thoughts. It continued to worsen and
Shane was diagnosed with severe Obsessive
Compulsive Disorder, OCD, at the age of 19. He
was told at one point by doctors that he would
never be able to live a normal life, hold down a
job, have a family or be able to function in society.
Shane proved them all wrong and today Shane is
sharing his story across the Globe.
At his lowest point, Shane was sleeping in his
vehicle so he wouldn’t mess up his bed. He was
eating raw potatoes in order to not mess up his
kitchen. It was suggested he opt for brain surgery
but he declined. Shane even considered taking his
own life to not have to live in this “OCD
hell/prison” as he called it. His story of never
giving up and relying on his faith and
determination will astound you.

1 in 100 adults – or between 2 to 3 million adults in the
United States – currently have OCD, and studies have gone
on to show that even more have OCD in even minor states.
Shane suffered for years with OCD at a level that most could
not handle. Shane rose above and beat his disorder and now
shares his downfalls and triumphs across the Globe. This
extremely powerful presentation will leave you with chills as
you listen to Shane describe what his life used to be like, and
in awe as you witness the man he has now become.

Never Ever Give Up is an outstanding presentation that is

suited for audiences from the age of 13 -113. It will teach you
how to push forward, keep the faith, believe, dream and
conquer. Delivering you the skills to overcome issues that
hold you back in your education and your career. It will speak
to individuals and corporations, gifting all who listen with the
motivation, inspiration and commitment to find their true
success and to always keep moving forward.
Every human, every business, every organization has
stumbling blocks to overcome. Shane will share with your
audience the true fact that all blocks can be removed, and the
future is open with opportunities for everyone.
"I know what it's like to feel trapped in my
mind and have no connection. Thank you for
sharing your story and shedding some light
on OCD and everything that you have gone
through, and how you took control, and not
let it control you. I know now, I am not
alone, and I can battle this."
M. Lourens

“I have made the professional decision
to speak on only ONE topic. OCD. I
need to tell my personal, life changing
story in hopes to save someone else
that wants to give up.”
– Shane Shereck

REVIEWS
"Wow. Wow. AND WOW! Shane just knocked it out of the park! I saw
people in our audience that normally don’t listen or pay attention doing so.
I even witnessed an employee that doesn’t talk to others much get up after
and shake Shane’s hand and thank him. If you are looking for something
new you have to listen to Shane tell his story. You won’t forget it!"
Melissa M., RN Staff Manager
“Shane made me feel very grateful for the life I was blessed with. He
made me think about my actions and how they affect people, both good
and bad. He was very REAL. I could listen to what Shane had to say over
and over again. He is an amazing speaker.”
Brianna Jensen, Child Protection, Ward County Social Services
"Shane's expertise and motivation is dramatic to refocus any employee,
help them find their purpose and improve their effectiveness, both
professionally and personally."
Joanna Etzler, Program Director, Valley Lake Boys Home, Inc.
"Shane's passionate presentation was captivating, meaningful information
presented in a manner that is easily digested and internalized. The
message delivered is one that sticks with you long after the session has
ended. I found myself telling others about the content of his message and
how we could apply it to our situation. Time very well spent."
Lyle Kvarnlov, Product Services Manager

Shane specializes in opening and
closing keynotes at conferences and
meetings nationwide. Shane speaks
regularly for companies across the
United States at large corporate
conferences, sales meetings &
manager's meetings. He is also
passionate about spreading his
message at school assemblies,
youth organizations, non-profits,
and community organizations.
Contact us today for bookings!

“Thank you so much for telling your story. You are a wonderful person
and it takes great courage to do what you do. I truly appreciate you! You
have rekindled new inspiration in me.”
A.Ridl, In-Home Health

Call: (701) 520.1290

“Shane’s speech was very touching. I would recommend him to touch
other people’s hearts and help other people struggling with OCD. Shane
touched my feelings because I have children with OCD. His FAITH AND
PERSISTANCE is very strong and the right direction to go.”
Anonymous

Visit: www.shaneshereck.com

Email: shane@shaneshereck.com

“Very Inspirational! Thank you for telling your story.”
“This presentation was PHENOMINAL! I am very thankful you shared this with us.”
“This was AWESOME. You are a true testament of STRENGTH and HOPE!”
“This was one of the best presentations I have ever heard. It was heart breaking, encouraging,
empowering and inspiring. Don’t ever stop.”

